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Resting membrane potential is one of the funda�
mental features of a live cell. In neurons and other
excitable cells membrane potential plays a key role in
electrogenesis. Most ionic channels in cellular mem�
branes are regulated by membrane potential. Mem�
brane potential can directly modulate the probability
of the channel activation, inactivation, and the return
to the activable state. Among these channels are most
sodium, calcium and potassium channels that open by
membrane depolarization, HCN channels opened by
hyperpolarization, as well as other channels controlled
by various factors (for example, by neuromediators)
but that are also modulated by the membrane poten�
tial. Therefore, information on the membrane poten�
tial value is crucial for comprehension of the function�
ing mechanisms of an excitable cell. 

Measuring membrane potential is a challenging
experimental task, however. Traditionally, various
electrophysiological microelectrode techniques are
employed, such as, for example, intracellular record�
ing of membrane potential with sharp microelecrodes
or recordings in whole�cell configuration of the patch�
clamp method. However, these methods cause errors
in the measurements, as in both cases the intracellular
ion content is modified due to cell dialysis with the
pipette�filling solution. Besides, the contact between
cell membrane and electrode becomes a site of an arti�

ficial conductance (leakage) of about 500 MOhm in
the case of sharp microelectrodes and of several
GOhm in the case of patch�clamp recordings [1–5].
Addition of this non�selective ionic leakage conduc�
tance during intracellular or whole cell recordings
should inevitably result in cell depolarization. Theo�
retically, this artifact will be maximal in cells with high
input resistance [1, 6]. To avoid this disadvantage,
alternative non�invasive ways of measurements of
membrane potentials have been developed on the basis
of patch�clamp recordings of the integral or single�
channel currents in cell�attached configuration. In
this case, cell membrane integrity is retained; dialysis
does not take place, nor additional conductance is
introduced. This method is based on the fact that
membrane potential must be equal to the difference of
the reversal potential of the current flowing through
the known ion channels measured in the cell�attached
configuration and the equilibrium potential of the cur�
rents through these channels. For this purpose, volt�
age�activated potassium channels [7, 8] and NMDA�
channels [6, 9–13] have been used. The values of the
membrane potential turned out to be much larger by
absolute value than those obtained in whole�cell or
perforated patch�clamp recordings. This difference
was particularly ample in cells with high resistance of
the membrane (lymphocytes [14], immature hyppoc�
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ampal neurons of newly born rats [6]), which is consis�
tent with the theoretical predictions. 

Thalamus is the main interface between the exter�
nal world and cortex in mammals [15, 16]. In particu�
lar, neurons of the ventroposteriomedial (VPM) tha�
lamic nucleus receive the information from rat face,
specifically, from vibrissae, and relay it to the soma�
tosensory cortex. The values of the membrane poten�
tial of the relaying thalamic neurons determine their
operating mode, that is, whether in the bursting or
tonic manner the information is transmitted from sen�
sory periphery to the cortex [17–20]. In the waking
state, VPM neurons are depolarized (owing to the
action of arousal neuromediators and hormons, such
as noradrenaline and acetylcholine) and function in a
tonic mode, which ensures a highly efficient, fast and
stable transmission of the action potentials from sen�
sor organs to the cortex. In the sleeping state depolar�
izing action of the waking mediators is absent, thus
VPM neurons get hyperpolarized and switch to a
bursting mode, so that the sensory input triggers an
activity burst appearing as a series of action potentials.
Such bursts of activity are not able to efficiently relay
the sensory information to the brain cortex. Bursting
and tonic modes of the thalamic neuron activity
depend on the membrane potential and are mainly
determined by the state of HCN� and low�threshold
calcium channels, as well as by modulation of the
activity of the reticular nucleus interneurones (owing
to their hyperpolarization induced by acetylcholine)
[20, 21]. The mode of activity of the thalamic neurons
is also essential for generation of the thalamocortical
rhythms, such as spindle oscillations in sleep phases 1
and 2 [18, 22–25]. Thus, membrane potential is an
important parameter that determines functional prop�
erties and the – tonic or bursting mode of the thalamic
neurons activity. 

During early development, information from
peripheral sensors (vibrissae) entering to the soma�
tosensor cortex through thalamic VPM neurons is of
great importance for the formation of topographic
synaptic connections between VPM and cortical neu�
rons that form the basis for so�called cortical maps
[26, 27]. In rats these maps are formed within the first
week after birth. This period is also characterized by
unique oscillatory activity patterns in thalamocortial
neuronal networks, in which the role of pacemakers of
early oscillations is played by thalamic neurons [28–
33]. Analysis of the reponses evoked in sensory cortex
by sensor stimuli suggests bursting type of the activity
of the thalamic neurons. At the same time, patch�
clamp whole�cell recordings performed from rat VPM
neurons during the first week after birth revealed that
neurons are depolarized (resting membrane potential
is about –50 mv) and are unable to generate low�
theshold spikes and bursting activity in response to
stimulation of the internal capsule or to depolarizing
steps [34]. Similar data were also obtained in the neu�
rons of visual relay lateral geniculate thalamus [35].

This suggested that immature thalamic neurons are
depolarized and cannot therefore support busting
mode of activity required for generation of certain
oscillatory rhythms, for example, sleep spindles. On
the other hand, VPM neurons are characterized by
high resistance of the cell membrane. This raises a
question of whether the observed depolarized state of
the immature VPM neurons is a true age�related phe�
nomenon or the values of membrane potentials mea�
sured by patch�clamp whole�cell technique are under�
estimated due to the induced leakage mentioned
above. To answer this question, we recorded the activ�
ity of NMDA channels in cell�attached configuration
and from these data estimated resting potentials of the
VPM neurons of newly born rats. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experiments were carried out on slices of rat tha�
lamic VPM nucleus on the first postnatal week (post�
natal days (P) 2–7). All experimental procedures were
conducted in accordance with the ethic norms on the
human care of experimental animals accepted in
Kazan Federal University and at INSERM. Before
experiments, animals were anesthetized by isofluran
(4%) or were subjected to cryoanesthesia. After isola�
tion, the rat brains were placed into a cooled oxi�
genated artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) of the
following composition (in mM): NaCl, 126; KCl, 3.5;
CaCl2 2.0, MgCl2 1.3, NaHCO3 25, NaH2PO4 1.2,
and glucose, 11 (pH 7.4). Horizontal 400�µm�thick
slices of the brain were cut using vibroslicer HM 650 V
(Microm International, Germany). Slices containing
VPM were placed into oxigenated ACSF and incu�
bated for at least 1 h at room temperature before
recordings. During recordings, slices with VPM were
fully immersed in a superfusing solution in a standard
chamber and were constantly superfused with ACSF
(30–32°C) at a rate of 2–3 ml/min. 

Patch�clamp recordings were carried out on VPM
neurons with visual control by means of microscope
Axio Examiner A1 (400×, Carl Zeiss, Germany),
using differential interference contrast. Patch�clamp
amplifier Axopatch 200B (Axon Instruments, USA)
was employed for the signal recordings; the gain was 50
mV/pA and the bandpath, 0–2 kHz. Patch�pipettes
were prepared from borosilicate glass capillaries with
outer and inner diameter of 1.5 and 0.86 mm, respec�
tively (GC150F�15, Clark Electromedical Instru�
ments, UK). For records of single NMDA channels,
pipettes were filled with nominally Mg�free ACSF
containing NMDA (10 µM) and glycine (10 µM). In
each experiment the activity of NMDA channels was
recorded at different voltages on the patch�pipette,
varying from 20 to –120 mV in a stepwise manner,
with a step of 10–20 mV. Electrophysiological signals
were digitized at a frequency of 10 kHz using AD con�
verter Digidata 1440 (Axon Instruments, USA) and
further analyzed using Axon Software Package and
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Origin 7.5 (Microcal Software, USA). Detection of
the opening of single NMDA channels and analysis of
the single�channel current amplitudes was performed
by means of Axon Software Package after additional
filtration of the singnals, as described earlier [36]. 

Group data are presented as mean ± standard error.
Statistical analysis of parametric data was performed
using Student’s t�test at a significance level of p < 0.05.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this work we have measured resting membrane
potentials in VMP neurons of rats during the first post�
natal week by means of NMDA�channel recordings in
cell�attached configuration. This approach is based on
the fact that the reversial potential of the non�selective
cationic NMDA channels is close to 0 mV [36]; there�
fore, in cell�attached configuration the currents
through the NMDA channels should reverse at the
pipette voltage equal to the cell resting potential. Ear�
lier this technique was successfully applied for mea�
surements of membrane potentials of rat hyppocam�
pal and neocortical neurons, as well as of cortical neu�
rons in human brain, using samples obtained during
surgical operations [6, 9–13]. 

Examples of activity of single NMDA channels
recorded from a VMP neuron of a 2�day�old rat are
given in Fig. 1. At the pipette voltage equal to 0 mV,
single NMDA channel openings were manifested as
transient, 2–5�ms long steps of inward current with
amplitude of 4.9 ± 0.3 pA (n = 17 cells; age of animals,
from 2 to 7 days after birth). It should be noted that in
cell�attached configuration currents are directed
opposite to those recorded intracellularly; therefore,
inward currents in cell�attached mode are upward.
Hyperpolarization of the recorded patch of membrane
by applying positive voltage to the patch�pipette,
increased the amplitude of the currents through the
NMDA channels, while the patch depolarization dur�
ing recordings with negative voltages at the pipette
lead to the current amplitude decrease. Besides, at the
negative pipette voltages the open times of the NMDA
channels increased and the closed time decreased that
likely reflects a relieve of the magnesium block of
NMDA channels owing to residual Mg2+ ions that are
present in micromolar concentrations even in nomi�
nally Mg2+�free solutions. At a considerable depolar�
ization of the patched membrane, currents through
the NMDA channels were indistinguishable from the
baseline level; at further depolarization, the recorded
currents reversed, that is, they became outwardly
directed. It is of note that in most recordings, depolar�
ization of the membrane to an intermediate level
above the reversial potential of NMDA channels
(about –50 mV) and also upon their reversial, evoked
the opening of other type of channels that were char�
acterized by outward direction with an amplitude
increasing with depolarization. Most likely, these were
voltage�activated potassium channels; they were

excluded from the analysis of the NMDA�channel
activity. Considerable depolarization resulting in a
massive opening of these presumably potassium chan�
nels markedly increased the baseline noise and hin�
dered the detection of the NMDA channels. Consid�
ering this contamination of recordings by non�
NMDA channels and the intracellular Mg�induced
block of the NMDA channels that accounts for non�
linear deviation of the current–voltage relationship
for the outward currents, we restricted the analysis of
the voltage dependence of the currents through
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Fig. 1. Measurements of resting potentials of thalamic cells
by cell�attached patch�clamp technique using NMDA
channels as the membrane potential sensors. (a) Experi�
mental design. Cell�attached recordings of the currents
through single NMDA channels from a VPM neuron are
performed with a patch�pipette filled with a solution con�
taining NMDA and glycine. (b) Examples of current traces
through single NMDA channels at various voltages on the
patch electrode (Vp). Closed (0) and open (1) states of the
channels are shown by dotted lines.
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NMDA channels to the voltage range on the patch
electrode from 20 to –50 mV. 

Based on the measurements of the amplitudes of
single�channel currents flowing through the NMDA
channels at various voltages applied to the electrode,
current–voltage plots were constructed for the
NMDA currents of each cell (Fig. 2). In all experi�
ments the current–voltage relationships were satisfac�
torily approximated by linear function (R = 0.998 ±
0.006; n = 17; P = 0.001). Single�channel conductance
of the NMDA channels varied from 46 to 81 pS (mean
conductance, 63 ± 3 pS). Currents reversed at the
electrode voltage of –74 ± 1 mV, ranging from –63 to
–84 mV in 17 cells. As was discussed earlier, these val�
ues correspond to the resting membrane potentials in
VPM neurons. In Fig. 3 the membrane potential val�
ues of the VPM neurons are plotted versus the animal
age (2–7 day after birth). No statistically significant
relations between the age and membrane potential was
revealed within this postnatal period (n = 17 cells; P =
0.36). 

Thus, using a non�invasive method of membrane
potential measurements employing the NMDA�chan�
nels as membrane potential sensors in the cell�
attached configuration of the patch�clamp recordings,
we found that the membrane of VPM neurons is much
more hyperpolarized than it appeared in experiments
using whole�cell configuration of the patch�clamp
technique [34, 37]. The reasons for this difference in
the membrane potential values obtained by the two
methods are most likely related with the leakage phe�

nomenon that considerably alters this parameter, par�
ticularly in neurons with high membrane resistance.
This phenomenon was described earlier in hippocam�
pal neurons of newborn rats. It was shown in particular
that the membrane potential values obtained in the
whole�cell configuration clearly correlated with the
giga�seal resistance (the lower the resistance, the more
depolarized is the membrane) and with the cell mem�
brane resistance (the higher the resistance, the more
are the membrane potential values are shifted towards
depolarization) [6]. Moreover, simultaneous measure�
ments from the same neurons by both methods indi�
cated that membrane is strongly hyperpolarized when
the membrane potential is estimated by means of cell�
attached recordings. However, after the formation of
whole�cell configuration on the same cell by another
electrode, membrane depolarized considerably, and
the membrane potential values recorded by the elec�
trode in the whole�cell configuration matched those
obtained by current–voltage relationships of the
NMDA channels [12]. Hence, the membrane poten�
tial values of the neonate (2–7 day old) rat VPM neu�
rons obtained earlier using whole�cell recordings are
underestimated due to the measurement error,
unavoidable for this recording method applied to
small�size neurons with high membrane resistance,
and they do not reflect developmental phenomenon,
as was previously suggested. 

Our findings suggest that the functional properties
of the VPM neurons during early ontogenesis, as well
as their role in sensory signal processing and genera�
tion of the early activity patterns in the developing
thalamocortical networks should be revised. It was
suggested previously that once VPM neurons
are depolarized (resting potentials are about –50/
⎯55 mV), then Ca2+ channels involved in the genera�
tion of low�threshold (with activation threshold of
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Fig. 2. Current–voltage relationships for single NMDA
channels. Amplitude of the currents through NMDA
channels is plotted as a function of the voltage on the patch
electrode (Vp), and the obtained curve is approximated
with a linear function. As the currents through the NMDA
channels reverse at membrane potential of about zero mV,
the reversal potential of the NMDA channels in cell�
attached configuration (shown by an arrow) corresponds
to the cell resting potential. The plot is based on the
recordings of NMDA channels from four VPM neurons of
7�day�old rats. ìÂ ? mV.
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Fig. 3. Age�dependence of resting potentials of VPM neu�
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of a membrane potential of one cell. Dotted line designates
linear regression of the age�dependence of the membrane
potential (R = 0.072 ± 5.18; P = 0.36). 
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about –70 mV) calcium spikes (LTS) are inactivated;
moreover, upon depolarization from this membrane
potential the VPM cells are able to support only tonic
activity with a considerable delay after the beginning
of depolarization [34]. The VPM neurons acquired the
ability to generate LTS in response to application of
depolarizing current pulses only if the negative hyper�
polarizing current was injected to support sufficiently
negative potential on the membrane. Our data show
that the real membrane potential of the VPM neurons
of newly born rats is about –74 mV; this suggest that in
the resting state the low�threshold calcium channels
are activable. Hence, depolarization of neurons
should evoke activation of LTS and thus support the
bursting mode of activity in the VPM neurons. This
corresponds to the bursting activity triggered in the
thalamic VPM nucleus upon stimulation of the sen�
sory input in intact animals in vivo, as well as to the
bursting type of the sensory responses recorded in
somatosensory and visual cortex during the early
stages of development [28–31, 33, 38]. Resting poten�
tial may also promote activation of H�currents that are
activated upon hyperpolarization (for example, as a
result of activition of GABAergic synapses from retic�
ular nucleus) and are involved in the LTS activation
and bursting activity during the decay of the inhibitory
potentials [39, 40]. These processes play a key role in
generation of the network activity patterns, such as,
for example, sleep spindles [41, 42]. It has been
thought for a long time that sleep spindles appear quite
late, at the end of the second postnatal week [43].
However, it was shown recently that spindle�like bursts
can be recorded in the rat cortex already during the
first postnatal week; these bursts share many common
features with sleep spindles of the adult animals
(although some differences do exist) [28]. This agrees
with our data on the hyperpolarized state of the tha�
lamic neurons as well. Thus, our results suggest a revi�
sion of a number of properties of VPM neurons that
determine the mode of the information transmission
from sensory periphery to the cortex and their involve�
ment in the generation of the network events during
the early postnatal period. 
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